
   

Natural Merchants-News To Use
This Holiday Season "Make It Organic" 

with Pizzolato Fields 
Italian Prosecco    

 
 

Dear Friends, 
  

Nothing is more perfect for an eco-holiday 
celebration than a good bottle of organic 
bubbly, and we are proud to feature a worldly 
option made with organic grapes from Italy: 
Pizzolato Fields Prosecco. This no-sugar bubbly 
is just right for a holiday toast and pairs 
perfectly with elegant 
appetizers or dessert.     

  
Consumers continue to search 
for an alternative to 

champagne and Prosecco sales have been strong as 
more people find the delightful Prosecco to be a 
versatile and delicious drink. It's fantastic for a New 
Year's Eve toast and makes a wonderful mixer in 
cocktails and Holiday punches. 
  
We are pleased to offer Italy's number-one selling 
organic Prosecco - Pizzolato Fields Prosecco. The 
delightful bubbly is grown and produced in the Veneto 
region of Italy, made with 100% certified organic 
grapes. The wine has received outstanding ratings 
and reviews, including an 88 point rating by Wine 
& Spirits. 
 
 Wine Enthusiast describes the wine as: "This is a 
sweet style of Prosecco with a luminous appearance 
and grassy-herbal notes followed by white peach, 



honey and jasmine. More herbal flavors appear on the close and the 
wine is fresh and simple in the mouth." 
  
 
Please view our video below about the winery La Cantina 
Pizzolato and their production of Prosecco.  

 

La Cantina Pizzolato, Veneto Italy 
 
Please let me know if you would like to receive additional information 
about our delicious Pizzolato Fields Prosecco-sure to be the toast of the 
Holiday Season! 

 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Edward Field  
ed@naturalmerchants.com 
(530) 554-2333 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



About Natural Merchants  

Natural Merchants, LLC is one of North America's leading Importers and 
Distributors of the finest natural and organic foods and wines direct from 
the European and Mediterranean regions. 
  
The Natural Merchants Selections program highlights more than 150 
carefully selected wines from Spain, Italy, Germany, Austria, France and 
Portugal, grown in unique organic terroir, each vineyard producing clean, 
fresh superior wines that are both good for the earth and tantalizing for 
the palate. 
  
Selections from our portfolio of organic wines can be found in natural 
retail stores and accessed through traditional U.S. wine distributors across 
the country. 
 

We look forward to hearing from you to help with all of your organic wine 
needs.  
 

                                        

North American Office                                           
Natural Merchants LLC 
560-A NE F ST #330 
GRANTS PASS , OR 97526 USA 
Tel: +1-530-554-2333  
 Fax: 866-784-0422 
ed@naturalmerchants.com 
  
European Office 
Natural Merchants - Europe 
C/Carmen 10, 1º Izq. 
30201 Cartagena SPAIN 
Tel: +34.968.32.15.11 
Fax: + 34.902.51.90.09 
pilar@naturalmerchants.com  
 

  

 


